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Copyright Notice - IT IS ILLEGAL TO POST THIS 
DOCUMENT ONLINE 
 
The material enclosed is copyrighted. You do not have resell rights or giveaway rights to the material provided herein. Only customers that have 
purchased this material are authorized to view it. If you think you may have an illegally distributed copy of this material, please contact us immediately. 
Please email support@knowledgespotinc.com to report any illegal distribution. 
 
Copyright © eBasketballCoach.com and Knowledge Spot Inc.  All rights reserved. 
 
No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying or by 
information storage and retrieval systems. It is illegal to copy this material and publish it on another web site, news group, forum, etc. even if you 
include the copyright notice. 
 
Legal Notices 
 
While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this publication, neither the author nor the publisher assumes any responsibility 
for errors, omissions or contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein. The publisher wants to stress that the information contained herein may 
be subject to varying state and/or local laws or regulations. All users are advised to retain competent counsel to determine what state and/or local laws 
or regulations may apply to the user's particular operation. The purchaser or reader of this publication assumes responsibility for the use of these 
materials and information. Adherence to all applicable laws and regulations, federal, state and local, governing professional licensing, operation 
practices, and all other aspects of operation in the US or any other jurisdiction is the sole responsibility of the purchaser or reader. The publisher and 
author assume no responsibility or liability whatsoever on the behalf of any purchaser or reader of these materials. Any perceived slights of specific 
people or organizations is unintentional. The author and publisher of this document and their employers make no warranty of any kind in regard to the 
content of this document, including, but not limited to, any implied warranties of merchantability, or fitness for any particular purpose. The author and 
publisher of this document and their employers are not liable or responsible to any person or entity for any errors contained in this document, or for 
any special, incidental, or consequential damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by the information contained in this document. 
 
Consult Your Physician 
 
The techniques, ideas, and suggestions in this document are not intended as a substitute for proper medical advice! Consult your physician or health 
care professional before performing any exercise or exercise technique. Any application of the techniques, ideas, and suggestions in this document is at 
the reader's sole discretion and risk. 
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BEGINNERS 
Quick Stance and 

Quick Starts 

3 Mins 

Quick Steps 

3 Mins 

180 Degree 
Change 

3 Mins 

Baseline Starts, 
Stops and Turns 

3 Mins 

Footwork Skill Progressions 
Match the following skill progressions to the experience level of your team. If you are working with multiple skill levels, separate the kids 
into groups and run stations. Each station uses the skill progression that best matches their ability. All drills are explained inside this 
document, and demonstrated on video inside Module 2 and Module 3 of Total Basketball Skill Development. 

BEGINNERS 
Quick Stance and Quick 

Starts 

5 Mins 

Quick Turns 

5 Mins 

Front Cut, Back Cut, Back 
Door Cut 

5 Mins 

INTERMEDIATE 
Baseline Stops, 
Stops & Turns 

3 Mins 

Front Cut, Back 
Cut, Back Door 

Cut 

3 Mins 

V Cut L Cut Quick 
Jab To Get Open 

3 Mins 

Pass & Reception 

3 Mins 

INTERMEDIATE 
Quick Cuts 

5 Mins 

Change of Pace Running 

5 Mins 

Pass & Reception At the 
Basket 

5 Mins 

ADVANCED 
Baseline Stops, 
Stops & Turns 

3 Mins 

Visualize the 
Game 

3 Mins 

Pass & Reception 

3 Mins 

Pass & Reception 
at the Basket 

3 Mins 

ADVANCED 
Front Cut, Back Cut, Back 

Door Cut 

5 Mins 

Change of Pace Running 

5 Mins 

Quick Change of Pace 
Drill 

5 Mins 
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QUICK STANCE & QUICK STARTS 

Purpose: 
 
Players learn to get in the basketball-ready, or triple threat, position and also use quick 
starts/change of pace to get warmed up.  
 
Setup:  
 
Four lines of players spaced about 12 to 15 feet apart (first at 3-point line left corner, 
second at lane’s edge, third at other lane’s edge, fourth at three point line right corner). 
 
Execution: 
 
1. Coach says, “ready.” 
2. Players at front of each line get in quick stance. 
3. Coach says, “go.” 
4. Players lead with front foot, take large step and then use change of pace and quick 

starts to move from baseline to half court where they do a quick turn and stop. 
5. Once everyone has reach half court, players do the same thing back to the baseline.  

 
 Coaching Tips: 
 
•     When player reaches free throw line extended, the next player goes.  
 
•     Watch for hands at chest level, all joints bent and alternating quick starts with 
       slower footwork.  

Players practice quick stance and quick starts in 
this half court drill. 

Players get in the quick stance, or triple threat 
position, to begin the drill. 
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QUICK STEPS 

Purpose:  
 
Players learn proper footwork when making a 90-degree change of direction on the 
basketball court.  
 
Setup:   
 
Four lines of players spaced about 12 to 15 feet apart (first at 3-point line left corner, 
second at lane’s edge, third at other lane’s edge, fourth at three point line right corner). 
 
Execution: 
 
1. Coach says “ready.” 
2. Players get in quick stance position. 
3. Coach says “go.” 
4. Players take 2 to 3 steps to the right, plant and cut back hard to the left. They repeat 

this process as they make their way to half court. 
5. Next player goes when player ahead of him reach free throw line extended. 
6. When all players reach half court, players do the same thing back to the baseline. 
7. This drill should also be run with players going to the left and cutting back to the right. 
 
Coaching Tips 
 
•     Watch that players are planting their outside foot and getting their hips into the turn. 
   
•      Players should go into the turn slow and come out quick. 
 
•      Players should also bring their hands up and use them for momentum when coming 
        out of the turn. 

Players work on planting and making 
90 degree turns.  
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180 DEGREE CHANGE 

Purpose:   
 
Players learn to stop their forward momentum, reverse and go back the way they came. 
This skill is important when there is a sudden change of possession.  
 
Setup:  
 
Four lines of players spaced about 12 to 15 feet apart (first at 3-point line left corner, 
second at lane’s edge, third at other lane’s edge, fourth at three point line right corner). 
 
Execution: 
 
1. Coach says, “ready.” 
2. Players at front of each line get in quick stance. 
3. Coach says, “go.” 
4. Players run to top of three point, stop, reverse direction and head back to the line they 

came from.  
5. When player reaches line, next player goes. 
 
Coaching Tips: 
 
•     Players should sit back on their heels, get down low and change direction in  
       a straight line. 

Basketball players need to be able to change 
directions on a dime – and that’s exactly what 
they learn to do in this drill. 
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FRONT CUT 

Purpose:   
 
In this drill, players simulate making a pass, stepping away and then cutting to the basket.  
 
Setup:  
 
Four lines of players spaced about 12 to 15 feet apart (first at 3-point line left corner, 
second at lane’s edge, third at other lane’s edge, fourth at three point line right corner). 
 
Execution: 
 
1. Coach says, “ready.” 
2. Players at front of each line get in quick stance. 
3. Coach says, “go.” 
4. Players simulate a pass to the left and take 2 to 3 steps away, then cut back hard to the 

make-believe basket with hands up ready to receive the ball.  
5. Players go to half court, then come back running the drill the opposite way. 
 
Coaching Tips: 
 
•     Look for good hard cuts and that players are staying balanced when cutting. 

Players simulate the pass, step away and 
then cut hard to the basket. 
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BACK CUT 

Purpose:   
 
In this drill, players simulate making a pass, then cut behind an imaginary defender who is 
overplaying them.   
 
Setup:  
 
Four lines of players spaced about 12 to 15 feet apart (first at 3-point line left corner, 
second at lane’s edge, third at other lane’s edge, fourth at three point line right corner). 
 
Execution: 
 
1. Coach says, “ready.” 
2. Players at front of each line get in quick stance. 
3. Coach says, “go.” 
4. Players simulate a pass to the middle, take one short step away and then cut hard 

behind the imaginary defender who is overplaying them.  
5. Players go to half court, then come back running the drill the opposite way. 
 
Coaching Tips: 
 
•     Look for good hard cuts and that players are staying balanced when cutting. 

Players work on their back cuts.  
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BACK DOOR CUT 

Purpose:   
 
Players work on making back door cuts.    
 
Setup:  
 
Four lines of players spaced about 12 to 15 feet apart (first at 3-point line left corner, 
second at lane’s edge, third at other lane’s edge, fourth at three point line right corner). 
 
Execution: 
 
1. Coach says, “ready.” 
2. Players at front of each line get in quick stance. 
3. Coach says, “go.” 
4. Players run to the free throw line extended, come back toward the line they were in, 

then make a back door cut and head toward half court.  
 

Coaching Tips: 
 
•     In this drill, players make three movements – out, in, out. Look for good hard cuts and 
       good speed out of the cut.  

Players run to the free throw line extended 
area, come back toward their line and then 
make a hard back door cut.  
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QUICK TURNS 

Purpose:   
 
Players learn to stop under control and make either a front or back turn using proper 
footwork.  
 
Setup:  
 
Four lines of players spaced about 12 to 15 feet apart (first at 3-point line left corner, 
second at lane’s edge, third at other lane’s edge, fourth at three point line right corner). 
 
Execution: 
 
1. Coach says, “ready.” 
2. Players at front of each line get in quick stance. 
3. Coach says, “go.” 
4. Players run to the free throw line extended and come to a quick stop. They then make 

either a front turn or a rear turn according to what the coach has instructed. 
 
Coaching Tips: 
 
•    As the drill progresses you can call out different combinations for the players to do – for 
      example, “left pivot foot, front turn,” “right pivot foot, rear turn” etc. 
 

Players make front and rear turns in this drill.  

Above, rear turn with left foot as pivot foot or 
turning foot. Below, front turn with right foot as 
pivot foot.  
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CHANGE OF PACE RUNNING 

Purpose: 
 
Players improve their footwork and get warmed up. 
 
Setup:  
 
Players line up along baseline and proceed down the court and then come back to the 
starting position. No basketballs are used. 
 
Execution: 
 
1. Coach says “go.” 
2. Players go slow, then fast, exploding forward with their hands chest high and calling for 

the ball.  
3. Players use this pattern – slow ,then fast – all the way down the court and back. 

 
 Coaching Tips: 
 
• When players go fast, make sure they bring their hands to their chest in a ready-to-

receive the pass position.  
 

• You can also have players call for the ball by saying “open” or calling a player on the 
team’s name. 

Player goes slow then fast as he makes his way 
down the court and back.  

Player puts his hands up and calls for ball during 
the Change of Pace Running Drill. 
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QUICK CHANGE OF PACE 

Purpose: 
 
Players practice making quick changes of pace. Another great warm-up drill. 
 
Setup:  
 
Players line up along baseline and proceed down the court and then come back to the 
starting position. No basketballs are used. Coach needs a whistle for this drill. 
 
Execution: 
 
1. Coach blows whistle. 
2. Players proceed down court according to the number of whistle blows from the coach. 
3. One whistle players go full speed. 
4. Two whistles players go at about two-thirds speed. 
5. Three whistles players walk with their hands up. 
6. Coach blows whistle at various points as players go down the court and back. 

 
 Coaching Tips: 
 
• When players go fast, make sure they bring their hands to their chest in a ready-to-

receive the pass position.  
 

• Look for quick changes of pace – from slow to fast as fast as possible. 
 

In this drill, players go from one 
baseline to the other and then back to 
the starting position.  

At left, coach 
blows the 
whistle and 
player reacts 
accordingly. 
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QUICK CUTS 

Purpose: 
 
Players practice making two different types of quick cuts as they go down the court and 
back. This is also a great conditioning drill. 
 
Setup:  
 
Players line up along baseline and proceed down the court and then come back to the 
starting position. No basketballs are used.  
 
Execution: 
 
1. Coach says “go” or blows whistle. 
2. Players proceed down court making two different cuts. 
3. First cut is slow into the cut, then hard out with hands up, ready to receive ball. 
4. Second cut is hard into the cut and hard out of the cut with hands up, ready to receive 

ball. 
5. Players should alternate the cuts as they go down the court and back. 

 
 Coaching Tips: 
 
• Players should not put their weight on the outside foot that they are jabbing with. 

Instead players should keep weight low and inside and sink their hips as they make 
the cut. 

Players practice making quick cuts down the 
court and back in this drill. 
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VISUALIZE THE GAME 

Purpose: 
 
Players practice both mental and physical aspects of the game of basketball in this drill. 
 
Setup:  
 
Player sets up in an offensive position in the half court. No basketballs are used.  
 
Execution: 
 
1. Coach says “go” or blows whistle. 
2. Player imagines five offensive players and five defensive players on court and proceeds 

to set screens and make second cuts, receive screens and make cuts, catch the ball and 
square, make passes and cuts, dribble the ball, take a shot, get the rebound, etc. 

3. Drill continues until coach says “stop” or blows whistle. 
 

 Coaching Tips: 
 
• This drill requires creativity and an understanding of the game of basketball to be 

effective. If players struggle with the creative aspect, have them run through plays in 
their head. 
 

• Players should be verbal during the drill, communicating with the imaginary players. 

Players visualize the game and make basketball 
moves based on what they imagine is happening 
on the court. 
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BASELINE STARTS, STOPS & TURNS 

Purpose: 
 
Players practice making quick starts, stops and turns – all essential basketball moves – in 
this drill. 
 
Setup:  
 
Four lines of players spaced about 12 to 15 feet apart (first at 3-point line left corner, 
second at lane’s edge, third at other lane’s edge, fourth at three point line right corner). 
First player in each line has a ball. 
 
Execution: 
 
1. Coach says “go” or blows whistle. 
2. Player make either a direct drive or a crossover drive, dribble to free throw line 

extended and make a quick stop and quick rear turn. 
3. They then pass the ball back to the next person in line and use change of pace to go to 

the end of the line. 
4. Drill can be run with coaches at free throw line extended to harass ball handlers and 

force the quick turn. 
 

 Coaching Tips: 
 
• Stress to players LBBOS – Low, Body Balanced, Base of Support. 

 
• Players should lift heel of pivot foot when making a turn. Players should also make a 

quick stop not a jump stop, which requires a larger jump into the stop. 
 

• Also, stress quick, efficient turns to your players. 

Players work on quick starts, quick stops and 
quick turns all in this one drill. 

Here the drill is run from the wing. Player drives 
down, makes a quick stop and quick turn and 
passes the ball back out to the next player in line.  
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V CUT/L CUT – QUICK JAB TO GET OPEN 

Purpose: 
 
Players work on receiving a pass. Players use a V Cut or L Cut along with a quick jab and 
change of pace to get open and receive the ball.  
 
Setup:  
 
Four lines of players spaced about 12 to 15 feet apart along the baseline (first at 3-point line 
left corner, second at lane’s edge, third at other lane’s edge, fourth at three point line right 
corner). Four coaches or players line up in the area between half court and the top of the 
three point line. They each have a basketball. 
 
Execution: 
 
1. Coach says “go” or blows whistle. 
2. Player makes an L Cut or V Cut with a quick jab, goes up court and receives pass. 
3. Upon catching ball, players makes a quick turn and then passes the ball back to the 

coach and goes to the end of the line.  
4. Drill is run until coach says “stop” or blows the whistle. 

 
 Coaching Tips: 
 
• Players should also be using change of pace and change of direction to get open. They 

should also throw their hands out and up, past the imaginary defender as they make 
their cut. 
 

• To make the drill tougher, put a coach or player at the cut position to hit the player with a 
pad as he jabs to get open. 

Players jab to get open, receive the ball and 
make a quick turn.  
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PASS & RECEPTION 

Purpose:   
 
Players work on both passing the ball and catching it.  
 
Setup:  
 
Four lines of players spaced about 12 to 15 feet apart along the baseline (first at 3-point line 
left corner, second at lane’s edge, third at other lane’s edge, fourth at three point line right 
corner). First player in each line has a ball. One coach or player for each line, lines up in the 
area between the half court line and the top of the 3-point line. 
 
Execution: 
 
1. Players line up facing either right or left 
2. Coach says, “go” or blows the whistle. 
3. Players fake a pass away from the court and then throws a skip pass out to a player or 

coach lined up in the area between the half court and the top of the 3-point line. 
4. After making the pass, player “goes and gets the ball,” running up court to receive the 

pass back from the coach. 
5. Player catches the ball, does a quick stop and quick turn and throws the ball to the next 

person in line. 
 
Coaching Tips: 
 
•    Players should be making tight cuts. Stress “get close to get open” – meaning players 
      should try to get close to the imaginary defender and then make the cut to get open. 
 

Players make the pass, then cut and receive a 
return pass. 
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PASS & RECEPTION AT BASKET 

Purpose:   
 
Takes what players  have learned from the baseline and puts it at the basket so players 
better understand offensive spacing.  
 
Setup:  
 
You need a player in the post with a defender, a player on the wing with a defender and a 
player at the point with a defender. 
 
Execution: 
 
1. Coach says, “go” or blows the whistle. 
2. Player on wing goes into the defender and makes a cut to get open. 
3. Player at point passes ball to wing. 
4. Player on wing takes a dribble or two toward baseline and hits the post man rolling to 

the basket. 
5. Post player catches the ball and makes the basket. 
6. Players rotate one position and drill continues. 
7. Drill ends when coach blows whistle. 
 
Coaching Tips: 
 
•    Look for proper spacing and good fundamentals both passing and catching the ball. 
 
•    As players get used to the drill, you can change elements such as having the defender 
      front the post or running the drill from a different court position. 

Players put the skills they learned in baseline 
drills to work in a more game-type situation. 
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Looking For More Basketball Coaching 
Resources? 

 

 
Visit www.OnlineBasketballDrills.com for a complete listing of playbooks, drill collections, and 
online video clinics from some of the top high school, NCAA and NBA coaches of all time! 
 
Join us on Facebook! https://www.facebook.com/BasketballDrillsandPlays 
 
Subscribe to our YouTube Channel https://www.youtube.com/user/CoachPat30 
 
SPECIAL OFFER: You’re invited to receive 51 killer drills and 7 proven plays… for just one dollar! 
  www.BasketballInnerCircle.com/signup 

http://www.onlinebasketballdrills.com/
https://www.facebook.com/BasketballDrillsandPlays
https://www.youtube.com/user/CoachPat30
http://www.basketballinnercircle.com/signup/

